Dean Burgess
Refer your letter 9/1/2015 and our subsequent telephone conversation re the Draft Report. As mentioned I had
substantial communication with both Tas Water (Ben Lomond and Cradle Valley) in 2012 - 2013 and the Economic
Regulator was also involved at that time. At that time the water boards undertook to let me know when the review
of the pricing was being considered to allow input. This did not occur.
At that time I contended that the plan for the period to 1/7/2015 was highly inequitable for those affected and in
our case our business and the numerous tenants paying up to 5 times the target tariff on the properties. The
inequity has the additional result that the properties with the higher tariff are less financially competitive for
potential tenants.
I note that the Tas Water draft report indicated a continuation of the substantial over target tariff charges. ie reduce
by a third per annum for three years.
This plan if accepted would have continued the highly inequitable treatment of a small number of properties which
over the last three years who have been paying substantially over the target tariff.
I also note that the percentage of properties paying 100%+ over the target tariff in 2015/6 is small ie 4.5% water
and 1.6% sewer (but most of the properties that I manage are in this group) .

It is also noted that there is a very small number of properties paying less that the target tariff that will be affected
by all Commercial properties now paying the full target tariff from 1/7/2015. Residential customers will be insulated
by the $100 or 10% maximum rise pa.
I welcome and support the Economic Regulator’s Draft report recommendations which if implemented would see
all properties pay the target Tariffs from 1/7/2015. We have being paying many times in excess of the target tariffs
since the formation of the separate water boards and the reduction however belated would provide welcome relief
to our small businesses and the dozen or so tenants (mostly small businesses who have been struggling in this period
following on from the GFC and the depressed Tasmanian economy, not assisted by the excessive charges and
imposts place on them from all layers of government).

Regards
Damien Bardenhagen

